Departments of Business Studies and BBA
St. Mira’s College for Girls, Pune
LAW EXHIBITION: “KNOW YOUR LAWS”
"Know your laws", an exhibition to create awareness regarding various Business and
Labour Laws was organized by the students and faculty of Departments of Business
Studies and BBA . It was inaugurated by Principal Dr. Gulshan Gidwani in the College
library on 5th of July, 2017. A one of it's kind and a never held before exhibition!
The exhibition mainly focused on women rights for which a Street Play was prepared
by TYBCom students. The topics taken up for the street play mainly focused on laws
such as Maternity Benefit, Inheritance, Dowry Prohibition, Equal Remuneration and
Domestic Violence Acts. Apart from the street play, students also prepared posters
displaying Commercial Laws, Labour Laws and Glossary of Legal Terms. This gave
them an opportunity to get an insight into complex and technical terminologies in the
field of Law.
Students of BBA prepared a video of various laws and power point on dictionary of
legal terms to further create awareness related to these laws.
The College library also took initiative to promote the reading of law books available at
the library and hence displayed the books available and Bare Acts with the library.

The exhibition also included display of recent books on various laws by a renowned law
book vendor of the city - “Ajit Law Book Depot". The books on Intellectual Property
Rights, Labour Law etc. and Bare Acts were available for sale to students and teachers.
The students were guided by the faculty, namely Prof. Dr. Dimple Buche, Prof. Minakshi
Balkwade, Prof. Rekha Kankariya, Prof. Abhradita Chatterjee, and Prof. Isha Mehra.
OUTCOME:
More than 300 students attended and gained the insight of the exhibition related to
various laws of country specifically related to the rights of women.

